Splunk Consulting Services
Advancing Your Business Intelligence and Security Objectives

Whether your organization is new to the Splunk platform or wants to
deploy additional features, Sierra-Cedar can help. As both a Splunk
partner and an early adopter of the software, we know what it takes
to configure Splunk on any architecture, including those with multiserver or multi-site clusters. With the following service offerings, our
Splunk-accredited consultants can help you implement the solution efficiently and effectively.
Enterprise Deployment Assessment & Planning
Our experienced, Splunk-accredited consultants can help you plan and architect a deployment that’s properly
sized and accommodates your organization’s unique business needs. We help you evaluate key considerations:
• On-Premise, Cloud, or a blend of Cloud and On-Premise Components
• Disaster Recovery and High Availability
• SYSLOG Infrastructure
Splunk Enterprise Implementation
Our consultants use the latest Splunk professional services recommendations to help clients avoid common
missteps that can lead to costly issues and rework as Splunk systems mature. They also have experience
implementing Splunk software on diverse architectures:
• Traditional Data Center
• Public Cloud
• Splunk Cloud
Splunk Enterprise Security Implementation
The Splunk Enterprise Security Premium application is a fully functioning Security Information and Event
Management (SIEM) platform that requires a unique set of skills to implement. In addition to the tasks required for
a base Splunk Enterprise Implementation, we utilize a methodology specific to enterprise security deployments:
• Asset and Identity Refresh Automation
• Correlation Rule Development and Tuning
• Dashboard Optimization
• Threat Intelligence Configuration
• Common Information Model (CIM) Tuning
• Splunk Enterprise Security Application Walkthrough
Data Onboarding
Getting data into the Splunk platform effectively and efficiently is critical to realizing the benefits that are possible
with your investment. With an extra focus on eliminating unnecessary Splunk software license expense, our
accredited consultants are well equipped to help you choose the best options to get your data onboarding right
from the start. We work with all the common ingest mechanisms:
• Simple Log Monitoring
• Kinesis Firehose
• Windows and Linux Add-Ons
• Modular Inputs for Cloud Base APIs
• HTTP Event Collector
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Dashboard & App Development
Dynamic dashboards bring your data to life and uncover hidden nuggets of highly valuable insights. Working
with the latest tools and visualizations, our experienced consultants help clients design meaningful dashboards,
reports, and alerts to turn mountains of data into actionable information.
Splunk Use Case Expansion
As the use of the Splunk platform matures within your organization and data volume grows, so too do the
opportunities to get more value from your Splunk investment. Our accredited consultants have broad experiences
across many industries and the vision to help you leverage new possibilities across use cases that encompass:
• Compliance
• Infrastructure Monitoring
• Threat Detection
• Service Level Agreements
• Business Intelligence
• Performance
• Security
Remote Support Needs
There are times when a traditional consulting engagement just isn’t the right fit. We work with clients to customize
solutions that are right for them. Whether it’s an intermittent schedule spread out over time or a “bucket” of
consulting hours to consume over a certain period, we’ll work together to determine the best fit and then provide
that professional guidance when it’s needed most.
Oracle PeopleSoft Use Cases
Sierra-Cedar has over 20 years of experience implementing, hosting, and supporting PeopleSoft systems. We
have developed a unique set of Splunk knowledge objects and techniques that we use to secure and monitor our
own internal PeopleSoft systems as well as those of our hosted clients. Our accredited Splunk consultants can
leverage this work and their deep knowledge of Oracle software to quickly bring value and change the way you
look at your PeopleSoft systems in the following areas:
• Performance Monitoring
• Compliance
• Integration with PeopleSoft Data
• Embedded and Integrated User Interfaces
Call on Us to Help Transform Your Data
Our consultants have vast and varied experience in Splunk implementations and existing solutions and have
completed Splunk’s Professional Services training. Contact us to learn how they can help your organization
achieve value from its Splunk investment.
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Sierra-Cedar delivers industry-focused client success by providing consulting, technology, and managed services
for the deployment, management, and optimization of next-generation applications and technology.

